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MULTILINEAR INTEGRATION OF 
BOUNDED SCALAR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
IVAN DOBRAKOVŤ 
(Communicated by Miloslav Duchoň ) 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove a general convergence theorem which ex­
tends our Multilinear Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem. The extension is 
that we have not only convergent sequences of functions, but also a convergent se­
quence of multimeasures (polymeasures). As an application we prove a particular 
Fubini theorem. 
1. The multilinear integral 
In the following, d will be a fixed positive integer denoting the dimension of 
multilinearity, and Y will be a Banach space over the scalar field K of real or 
complex numbers. We have d measurable spaces ( T ^ ^ ) , . . . , (Td,Sd), where 
S{ is a cr-ring of subsets of Ti for i = 1 , . . . , d, and there is given a separately 
a -additive vector d-multimeasure (d-polymeasure) 7 : Sx x . . . x Sd —J> Y. Note 
that the separate cr-additivity of 7 means that: 
1) 7(- ,A2,... ,Ad): Sx -> Y is a cr-additive vector measure for each 
( - 4 2 , . . . , A d ) 6 5 2 x . . . x 5 d , 
d) 7( .A 1 ? . . . , -4 d_ 1, •): Sd —> Y is a cr-additive vector measure for each 
(A1,...,Ad_1)eS1 x . „ x 5 w 
(see [1; Definition 1]). We will use the abbreviations: xC{ = Cx x . . . x C d , and 
(Ci) = (C1,...,Cd). 
We obtain the multilinear integral of d-tuples of bounded scalar valued 
measurable functions in an elementary way, in contrast with the general case 
AMS S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 28B99. 
Key words : vector d-multimeasure, multilinear integral, Multilinear Lebesgue bounded con­
vergence theorem, Fubini theorem. 
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of vector valued functions, see [2] and [4]. First, let us recall the definition of the 
supremation 7 of 7 (see [1; Definition 2]) 
7 ( ^ ) = sup{|7(B i)|; B . G A . H 5 . , z = l , . . . , d } . 
Then 
(N) 7(2;)= sup 7(A i )<+oo 
{Ai)exSi 
by Nikodym uniform boundedness theorem for multimeasures (see [1; p. 490]). 
For i = l , . . . , d , 5(5J denotes the linear normed space of all 5^-simple 
functions f^.T^K with the norm ||/.||T. = sup 1/^)1. For (AJ G x5^ and 
ueTi 
Ti 
for (/.) G x5(5.) with /• = E % " X A i j 5 a{jeK,i = l,...,d, j = l,...,r{, 
i = i 
and A G Si, j = 1, . . . , ri, pairwise disjoint for each i = 1 , . . . , d, we define 
the multilinear integral naturally as 
7[(/i), (^)l = / (A) d7 = E • • • E *Wl • • • • ' ald- • 7(A2 n Atf|). 
( i 4 . ) i i = i i d = i 
Let us note first that the finite iterated sum on the right hand side neither 
depends on the order of summation nor on any grouping of the summation. We 
call this property the Inner Fubini property of the multilinear integral, and we 
will state it explicitly later when the integral is extended to d-tuples of bounded 
scalar valued measurable functions. 
For i = l , . . . , d let 5(5J be the closure of 5(5J in the norm || • ||T. of 
uniform convergence on T{ in the Banach space of the bounded scalar valued 
functions on Ti. It is well known that fi G 5(5^) if and only if fi: T{ —r K 
is bounded and 5-measurable. Our extension of the integral is based on this 
density of the space of simple functions. 
Our integral mapping 7[(-), (•)]: x ^(S^ x (x<SJ -r Y has the properties: 
1) -Y[(fi)Mi)] = 7[(A),(A in{* i G T.; /.(*.) + 0})] for each (/,) G 
x5(5J and each (AJ G xS{. We use this equality to define 7 [(/;), (T-)] . 
2) 7 [(/J, (•)] • x 5 i -> y is separately cr-additive for each d-tuple of func-
tions ( / - )Gx5(5 , ) . 
3) 7L(-)) (AJ] : x S{Si) -.> y is separately linear for each d-tuple of sets 
(AJ G x5^ . Its norm ||7||(A.), called the semivariation of 7 on (A.), 
satisfies the inequality 
H\(At) < 4
d • 7 ( ^ ) < 4d • 7(T,)< +00 , 
see [1; Theorem 3.4)] and (N) above. 
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Hence, by continuity it has a unique separately linear and bounded extension 
#[('), (-4J] : x S(St) -» Y with the same norm IMIC^i) •
 M o r e precisely, we have 
the following extension of our multilinear integral: 
DEFINITION. Let (/.) G x5(5 . ) and (A{) G x<S-, and let for each i = 1 , . . . , d, 
fitni e 5(5-), n{ - 1,2,... be such that lim \\f{ - / i > n J | T , - 0. Then 
П г—łOO 
7[(L), (M = J (L) d7 = ^ Hm_ / (L,n<) d7 e y 
(AO (Ai) 
exists uniformly with respect to (A{) G x 5 ^ This limit is independent of the 
converging sequences (fin.). 
Obviously the analogs of properties 1) and 2) above hold for this extension of 
integral. Note also that if \i: Si<S>Sd —> Y is a countably additive vector measure, 
if 7 = /x: x 5- -> Y, and if (/•) G xS(Si), then /-_ • . . . • fd is integrable with 
respect to ji, and we have the equality 
/ ( / . ) d 7 M = / A - . - . - L j d M for each ( ^ e x ^ . 
( A i ) A1X...XAd 
Note that there are many polymeasures which are not restrictions of measures 
(see [5; Remarks 2 and 3]). 
Since finite iterated sums depend neither on the order nor on the grouping of 
summation, and since, by our extension of the integral, we have uniform limits, 
the following important property holds: 
THE INNER FUBINI PROPERTY. Suppose dx is a positive integer such that 
1 < dx < d, and let /• G 5(5-) and Ai G 5- for i = l , . . . , d . Then ob­
viously (XA1)---'X/idl>/di+i»---»/d)
 G xS(Si)> t h e niapping (A1,...,Adi) .-> 
/ (XA1>-->XAdl>fd1+i>'->fd)
 d 7 , (A^.-.iA^) eS1x...xSdi,isad1-poly-
(Ai) 
measure, and 
/ ( L ) d 7 = / ( / i , - - . , / d l ) d / • ( . . . , / d i + 1 , . . . , / d ) d 7 . 




J (/.) d7 
(A.) 
= / / . d / ( . . . , /2 )d . 
Ai \ ( . . . , A 2 ) \ 




ì ì II 
= Ifdd\ I ( / ' - i '" ) d / ( / 2 5 . )d | (/1,...)d7 
* - \ ( A d - i r ) \ ( A 2 , . . ) \ ( A i , . . ) / / 
= the analog for any permutation of { 1 , . . . , d} 
= the analog for any decomposition of { 1 , . . . , d} into finite groups, 
and any order of it. 
\ 
/ 
2. The Basic convergence theorem 
First we prove the 1-dimensional version. In the following two theorems, 5 
will be a cr-ring of subsets of a non empty set T. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that /in: S -+Y, n = 1,2,. . . , are countably additive, 
and fin(A) -> //(_4) G Y for each AeS. Further, let / , fk G 5 ( 5 ) , fc = 1, 2 , . . . , 
let fk -> / pointwise and let \fk\ < C < +co for each fc = 1, 2 , . . . . T/ien 
lim / fk djin = / / d/x for each A G 5 . 
/c,n-»ooJ J 
Tftz5 limit .5 uniform with respect to A G 5 , provided that l^n(A) —•> lx(-4) 
uniformly with respect to A G 5 . 
P r o o f . By the Nikodym uniform boundedness theorem, a = sup/Lri(T) 
n 
< +oo (see [1; p. 490]). Further, by the Vitali-Hahn-Saks-Nikodym theorem, 
the supremations lin, [i: S -> [0, +oo), n = 1, 2 , . . . , are uniformly continuous 
from above at the empty set 0 (see [1; p. 490]). Hence, if we put 
7 1 = 1 , n ' 
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then clearly /Jn, ^ , n = 1,2,... , are uniformly A-absolutely continuous. 
Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists S > 0 such that E e 5 and X(E) < S 
imply | / /fc dfin\ < C. ]Xn(E) < f for each fc, n = 0,1, 2 , . . . , where /0 = / and 
E 
/i0 = [i. By Egoroff's theorem there exists E£ e S such that A(l?e) < 5, and the 
sequence fk, fc = 1,2,..., converges uniformly to the function / on T — E£. 
Take g. G S(S), j = 1,2,... , so that lim | |/ - g,\\T = 0, and let A e 5 . Then 
/ j->00 J 
j fkdVn- j f d!tj 
<f + | / ДdMn" / /Ф-
л-E£ л-E c 
<f + | / [(/fc-Я + (/-Øj)]d/J 
A-E£ 
+ У -?j d ^ n - / ffj dM + / (flj - /) 
A-E£ A - E £ 
dџ 
A-Eє 
< 2 +[11/*-/l l ]т- B . + 1 1 / - * ] • « 
+ / ̂ <к 
Л - Е £ 
/ 9jdЦ 
A-Eє 
+ llíř,- - /lir • a 
for each j , fc, n = 1, 2,... . 
Due to uniform limits, and finiteness of a, there exists j 0 such that 
/ / : - « - * . - / / ф . <ь+ J 5 j o d / z n - / ^ o d / / 
A A-E£ A-E£ 
for fc > j 0 , n = 1,2,... . 
Since gjo is a 5-simple function, the convergence f^n(B) -» /i(S) for each B e S 
implies the existence of n0 > j0 such that the estimated difference is less than e 
for n > n0. This estimation does not depend on A, provided that Hn(B) -> ,u(F?) 
uniformly with respect to B e 5 . The theorem is proved. • 
We will need the following extension of the previous Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose \xn n : 5 —>  Y. n 1 ? . . . , nd = 1, 2 , . . . are countably 
additive, and lim a (A) = /i(.A) G F exists for each A G 5 . Further 
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let /> fk € S(S). k = 1 ,2 , . . . . let fk -» / pointwise and let \fk\ < C < +00 / o r 
eac/i k = 1 ,2 , . . . . TTien 
. U™ / A <Ki,...,nd = / /
d ^ 
fe,ni,...,nd->oo J J 
A A 
for each A G <S. 27ns /zmz£ zs uniform with respect to A £ S provided 
lim // (A) = /i(-4) G F uniformly with respect to A £ S. 
ni,...,nd—>-oo n i v , n d 
P r o o f . If the assertion of the theorem does not hold, then there exist 
A £ S, a > 0, and subsequences k •, nx •, . . . , nd •, j = 1 ,2 , . . . , such t h a t 
I / //«,• ^ m , , - n d | j ~ y /
 dM| > a for each j = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
A A 
Hence, if / j = /fc. and li^ = /zn i . nd . for j = 1, 2 , . . . , we have a contradict ion 
with Theorem 1. We obtain the assertion concerning uniform limit similarly. • 
T H E O R E M 3. B A S I C CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Suppose 7 n : x S{ -> Y, 
n = 1 ,2 , . . . , are separately countably additive and let 7n(-4 f) ->> 7 ( -4J G Y 
for each (A^ £ x<^ . Let f{, fik, k = 1 ,2 , . . . , be bounded S^measurable 
functions such that fik -» /• pointwise, for each i = 1 , . . . , d. Suppose finally 
that \fik\ <C< +00 for each i = 1 , . . . , d and each k = 1 , 2 , . . . . Then 
lim f(f)dln= / ( / i ) d 7 for each (Ai)£xSi. 
« i , . . . , / e d , n ->oo J J 
( A . ) ( A t ) 
P r o o f . We proceed by induction on the dimension d. For d = 1 the 
assertion follows from Theorem 1. Suppose the theorem is valid for d — 1 
with d > 2 . Let .A2 G <S2, . . . , A d G <Sd be fixed. P u t / ^ . . . ^ J A J = 
/ (xAi>/2,/c2> •••>/<*,* j
 d 7 n
 for A € 5 X , and for * 2 , . . . , A : d > n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
(A.) 
Then, by the inductive assumption, 
k l i m .->oo^'- >^n(Ai) = f (XAI>/2> • • • Jd)
 d7 = M^i) G r 
/C2,.. .,/Crf , n — T O O y 
(A.) 
for each A x £ Sx . 
Now 
* 'Г-,- /(IWd%.= и™ ÍUXM)^, 
«i , . . . ,«d,n—юо у ' /ci,...,fcd,n—юо у ' 
(Až) Ai 
= | / 1 d / x = | ( / , )
d 7 
Ai ( A . ) 
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by Theorem 2 and the Inner Fubini property. • 
COROLLARY 1. Let 7 n = 7 for each n = 1,2,. . . in Theorem 3. Then we 
have the Multilinear Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem. 
Let us note that this Corollary 1 suffices for the multilinear part of Theorem 1 
in [5]. Note also the difference with respect to the proof of Theorem 3 in [3] what 
is essentially the same assertions. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 7 n : x S{ -> Y, n = 1, 2 , . . . . be separately countably 
additive and let 7n(-4 i) -> 7(-4.) G Y for each (A{) G x<S-. Further let (Aik) G 
xS{, k = 1,2,. . . . and /e£ A^ ^ —> Ai for each i = 1 , . . . ,d . T/ien 
lim 7„(Л, f e i)=7(Л)-
COROLLARY 3 . T H E J O I N T C O N T I N U I T Y OF A d-POLYMEASURE. Let 
7: x S{ -+ Y be separately countably additive, let (Aik) G xSi, k = 1,2,... . 
and let Aik-t A{ for each i = 1 , . . . , d. T/ien 
lim 7 ( A i | f c i ) = 7 ( .A.). 
& 1 , . . . , A C d — • O O ' 
COROLLARY 4. Le£ 7 : x <Ŝ  —> Y be separately countably additive and let 
Ai n G Si} n = 1, 2 , . . . , be pairwise disjoint for each i = 1 , . . . , d. T/zen 
( 00 \ Nx Nd 
I J A- = lim V ... V 7(A. „ ). 
^ z ' n i / IV1,...,iVd->oo - ^ ^
 Z ' U i y 
n ^ = l / n i = l n d = l 
3. A Part icular Fubini theo rem 
We give a Fubini theorem for n-tuples of bounded measurable functions 
with respect to the product, more precisely the indirect product, of our vector 
d-multimeasure with a family of scalar multimeasure, which in general depend 
on the coordinate variable. 
As before, let 7 : x S{ -> Y be the given vector d-multimeasure. Suppose 
there are i G {1 , . . . , d} for which there are measurable spaces (T{ -•,«->••), j = 
1 , . . . , n{, Sij being a cr-ring, and a mapping 7- ( - , . . . ) : TixSij x.. . x 5 i > n . -> K 
such that: 
a) ryi(ti,...): S{ l x ... x Si n. —> K is separately countably additive for 
each tieTi^ 
b ) 7i(-,^i li>--->-4 i ,n .): T{^K is 5--measurable for each (A. ? 1 , . . . ,Aini) 




First we consider all such i's, and for the remaining i G {1 , . . . , d} for nota-
tional simplicity, we put n- = 1, Tix = {1}, Si%1 = {{1},0}, 7i(*-.,{--}) = 1 for 
each t. eTiy and 7 i(* i,0) = 0 for each £• G T/. Hence the assumptions in each 
coordinate i = 1 , . . . , d are the same, i.e., a) and b) above. 
For each i = 1 , . . . , d and j = 1 , . . . , n- we denote by (T- x Tij,Si ® S^.) 
the usual product of the given measurable spaces, i.e., S{ ® Si- is the cr-ring 
over Si x S{j. For t. G T- the ^-section of a set E.j G 5 i ® 5- ^ is given by the 
equality 
Eb = itijeTiji MJeE^eStj. 
THEOREM 4. Let i G { 1 , . . . , d} be fixed, let f.j: Ti*Tij -> if , j = 1 , . . . , ni, 
be bounded 5^ ® S{ .-measurable functions, and let fijik
: -^ x ^ij -* K, k = 
1,2 , . . . , be S{ ® Sij-simple function such that /ij>A. —> /^ j and l / ^ J t l/jjl 
pointwise for each j = 1 , . . . , n{. Then: 
1) the functions t{ •-»• ^ . . - ^ i , • • • , 4 ' n J > ' .
 e T*> ( - -" . . i ' - • - ' -^ .n . ) e 
«?• ® <S.-1 x . . . x s. ® s . . , are S-measurable, and are uniformly bounded 
2) 
& / ( W * < > • ) " • • . / i , n , , * ( ^ - ) ) d 7 ^ - - ) 
(<v-".<»<) 
/ ( / M ( * i r ) , - - - i / i f n , ( ' i . - ) ) d 7 ^ , . . . ) 
(< ' i .»X»,> 
/o r eac/> ( i ? M , . . . , £ • J G 5- ® <SM x . . . x S ^ S ^ and each i, G T-, 
3) the functions t. h-> / ( / M ( i . , • ) , . . . , / i > n i (t<, •)) d7 i(r i 5 . . . ) , * • G T, 
( < i . - • • . < « < ) 
and (uB M , . . . , J0i>n.) G ^ ® Six x . . . x 5- ® <S i n . , are Sr measurable, 
and are uniformly bounded on Ti. 
P r o o f . 
1) If Ei. G g(Si x S{j) — the ring over the rectangles S{ x S{j, for 
j = 1, ...,72^, then 1) holds by assumption b) and the separate additivity of 
7-(r i 5 . . . ) . Denote by M1 the class of all Eix G <Ŝ  ® <S -̂ for which 1) holds 
provided E{j G S{ x 5^ • for j > 1. Then Mj is a monotone class over the 
ring g(S{ x Si -_) owing to the separate countable additivity of
 r)i{ti,...), and 
assumption b). Hence M1 = ^ ® S{ x. If n{ > 1, denote by M2 all these sets 
^i,2 ^ ^z ® < ,̂2 f° r w n i C h 1) holds provided Eil G Si®Si x and F^- G Si ®S{^ 
for j > 2. Then M2 = 5- ® 5^ 2 , similarly as in the case of M x . Continuing in 
this way we obtain the validity of 1). 
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2) follows directly from the Multilinear Lebesgue Bounded convergence the-
orem; see Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 . 
3) Since a pointwise limit of a sequence of measurable functions is measur-
able, the asserted immeasurability follows from 1) and 2). Assumption b) and 
the boundedness of f{ • for each j = 1 , . . . , n{ imply the uniform boundedness 
assertions. • 
Using assertion 1) of Theorem 4, assumption a), and the Multilinear Lebesgue 
bounded convergence theorem (see Corollary 1 of Theorem 3), we immediately 
obtain the following theorem on the existence of the indirect product of the 
multimeasure 7 with the family of multimeasures {7 i(^, • • •)} • 
THEOREM 5. For ( ( £ M , . . . , F ^ n ) ) G x ( S . ® S , f l x . . . x Si ® S^J put 
( 7 ® { 7 ^ , . . . ) } ) ^ 
(Ti) 
Then 7 ® { 7 i ( ^ , . . . ) } : x {Si ® Six x . . . x S{ ® Sin.) -> Y is a separately 
d 
countably additive Yl n{-multimeasure which we call the indirect product of the 
i=\ 
multimeasure 7 with the family of multimeasures {li(ti,.. •)} • 
We are now ready to give a short proof of the following theorem. 
T H E O R E M 6. P A R T I C U L A R F U B I N I T H E O R E M . Suppose /• .: T-xT-^ ->X, 
i = 1 , . . . , d, j = 1 , . . . , n{, is a bounded S{ ® SiJ -measurable function. Then 
I ((fi^---Ji,ni))<l(l®H(ti>---)}) 
((Eitli...tEitn.)) 
= j( J (/i,i(*i, •),•••,/i,„4(«i.-)) d 7 i ( t„ . . . ) j d 7 
for each Etj e S{ ® Sitj , i = 1 , . . . , d, and j = 1 , . . . , n-. 
P r o o f . The integrands in the iterated integral are measurable and uni-
formly bounded, hence integrable with respect to 7 , by assertion 3) of Theo-
rem 4. For i = 1 , . . . , d and j = 1 , . . . , n. take a sequence of <S-®<S-^-simple func-
tions fijk: T^T^ -> K, k = 1, 2 , . . . , such that fiJtk -> fitj and \fijk\ t | / i f i | 
pointwise. By Theorem 5 the Fubini equality holds for (fij^)' * = 1> • • • > d &nd 
j = 1 , . . . , n- for each k = 1, 2, Now by the Multilinear Lebesgue bounded 
convergence theorem and assertion 2) of Theorem 4 we obtain the equality of 
the theorem. • 
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